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Transact Optimally with
the Poynt Register App
Organize, Optimize and
Transact in One Place

Your clients depend on you for the products and services they love.
Register lets you optimize your catalog in order to process
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transactions accurately and efficiently, making you and your client's
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payment experiences seamless.
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The Flexibility You Need To Run Your Business
Create a flexible hierarchy of Catalogs, Categories and Products to suit

your business's needs

Benefit from the flexibility of custom taxes, surcharges and discounts,

which allow you and your staff to apply the right additions at the right

time
Manage your inventory with convenient reports, like item-level
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reporting, which tell you what is and isn't selling
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Process refunds directly from the Register app; eliminating the need to

jump from app to app
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Register comes pre-programmed on all Poynt Terminals; for many

customers, it is a tool they cannot live without. Customers can easily add to

or modify their catalog on Poynt.net or via the Poynt Smart Terminal.

In a fast paced business like ours, we need a POS system that allows

us to streamline our transactions, and Register has done that for us.

We were able to customize catalog items, like our famous cheese

steak sandwich, with add-ons like premium toppings and options;
this helped us to customize orders quickly and never under or

overcharge our guests.
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Gudisay Swaroop Co-Founder, 3 Geeks Food Truck

